
1 After dip in turnout, EC forms task force to track
heatwave risks 

3 Will look into Karnataka drought: Centre 

3 Top court to finalise legal issues in mega car
parking project near Mullaperiyar on July 10 

4 ‘No data available on President returning files for 
reconsideration’ 

4 Venkaiah Naidu, Mithun, Usha Uthup, honoured
with Padma awards 

6 SC allows termination of pregnancy of minor
rape survivor 

6 2 women Navy officers return after historic
transoceanic expedition 

7 The tools helping scientists up the rate at which
they find new drugs 

7 Europe is ‘warming faster than any other 
continent’ 

8 Restoring earth’s right to ‘good health’ 

10 What are rules around star campaigners? 

12 FSSAI to test samples of spices, baby foods 

13 ‘Mauritius yet to ratify tax treaty protocol’ 

15 Philippines, U.S. launch drills in South China Sea 

1 SC: Denying women child care leave is violation
of Constitution

1 Gukesh scripts history, youngest challenger to
world chess champ

1 Amid India’s chip push, Taiwan flags talent
gaps, high import tariff

1 SC allows 14-yr-old rape survivor to terminate
30-week pregnancy

5 Eye on turnout, EC sets up task force to review
heat wave impact before polling

9 FSSAI asks states to test branded spices amid
quality concerns

10 The cost of health

10 PAYING THEIR FAIR SHARE

11 Climate’s new normal

11 Myth of the caged parrot

12 PADMA AWARDS CONFERRED

13 ‘Over 70% workers globally exposed to excessive
heat, India’s manual labour at risk’

13 Need de-bottlenecking, structural changes for
India’s solar sector:Vikram Solar CMD

15 Health insurance for all ages

15 Plastic treaty talks: What do countries, firms
want?
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